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1. Introduction

The advent of genetically encoded marker proteins to follow functional and structural change
in neurons has been a major technical advance in neuroscience. These proteins have been used
to image cellular changes in vitro and in vivo and have enabled the identification of activated
neurons which are involved in a diverse array of functions in the brain. Particular marker
proteins have also been employed to trace the changes in neuronal activation following
different functional stimuli both in vitro and in vivo. Another major advance in utilising
genetically encoded marker proteins has been the development of techniques which allow the
specific stimulation or inhibition of neuronal function of specified subsets of neurons which
express these proteins. This has allowed the precise targeting of subpopulations of neurons
within sub-nuclei within the brain to determine their function. In this article, we will summa‐
rise the major types of genetically encoded marker proteins and their uses in studies of
neuronal function, predominantly in the mouse. We will give examples where they have been
used in behavioural studies, with a particular emphasis on learning and memory.

2. Transgenic marker mice

In contrast to traditional staining or dye-injection techniques, labelling cells using a genet‐
ic approach enables the identification of specific cell types, sub-types, as well as the tem‐
poral and spatial aspects of genetic expression [1]. One of the most widely used reporter
proteins is the bacterial β-galactosidase (βgal) enzyme, encoded by the E. coli  gene LacZ
[2]. Inserting the LacZ  gene into a cell under the control of a given set of transcriptional
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elements enables the biochemical labelling of cells in which expression of the gene of in‐
terest  has  taken place.  One of  the  first  such studies  in  learning and memory utilized a
transgenic  mouse  containing  the  LacZ  gene  regulated  by  six  cAMP  response  elements
(CREs) upstream of a minimal promoter [3, 4]. The CRE system and CRE binding protein
(CREB)  are  important  transcription  elements  involved  in  learning  and  memory.  CRE-
mediated LacZ  expression was induced by long term potentiation (LTP) in area CA1 of
the hippocampus and was also induced in CA1 and CA3 and amygdala following differ‐
ent forms of  fear conditioning [3,  4],  which is  consistent with neurons in these areas of
the brain being involved in contextual and fear memory.

This CRE-LacZ mouse was also used to examine neuronal activation in the barrel fields of the
somatosensory cortex, which receive and map sensory information from the facial whiskers.
Removal of all but one facial whisker resulted in highly specific LacZ expression in layer IV of
the spared whisker barrel, and was accompanied by an increase in responsiveness of neurons
in layer II/III of the same barrel. These findings suggested that CRE expression in layer IV was
in neurons presynaptic to the altered neurons in layer II/III [5].

Given that βgal diffusion into the processes of a LacZ expressing neuron is minimal, this
traditional method of LacZ reporting can only provide limited information in studies of the
nervous system, where data on the morphology, structure, and connections between neurons
is often required [1]. Neurons and their processes can thus be visualised by the use of LacZ-
fusion genes, whereby the LacZ gene is fused to a gene encoding a separate, neuronal protein
that is known to be trafficked throughout the cell [2]. For example in Drosophila, the entire
neuron has been labelled by fusing LacZ with the gene for the microtubule-binding protein
tau [2].

The Fos-Tau-LacZ (FTL) transgenic mouse was created to enable the identification of function‐
ally activated neurons in the mouse brain following a given behavioural task [6]. The mouse
expresses a transgene that encodes the tau-βgal fusion protein, driven by the promoter for the
immediate early gene c-fos. This immediate-early gene is expressed in neurons following
functional stimulation, with expression shown to occur following a range of stimuli including
stress, ischemia, sensory stimulation, endocrine hormones and various pharmacological
agents [6]. The FTL transgene is thus rapidly expressed in neurons following functional
stimulation, and trafficked throughout the cell body, dendrites and axon. This labelling enables
the localisation of functionally activated neurons, the identification of their cellular morphol‐
ogies and the connections they make with other neurons in the brain [6]. Labelling experiments
that utilise the FTL mouse include the identification of the neuronal nuclei involved in
osmoregulation [6], as well as the identification of light activated pathways in the visual system
[7]. However, the findings most pertinent to this review occur from the analysis of FTL mouse
brains following context fear conditioning.

Context fear conditioning is a model for learning, and training FTL mice to associate the context
of a shock chamber with the aversive stimulus of a foot-shock enables the identification of the
neurons that are functionally activated by this association. Initially, a discrete population of
glutamatergic neurons were identified along the lateral edge of the lateral amygdala [8]. These
FTL + neurons only appeared in those FTL mice that had learned to associate the context with
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shock, indicating that these cells may be involved in the circuits responsible for this learning
process [8]. A further study was able to identify other nuclei of labelled neurons, in the medial
amygdala, the amygdalo-striatal transition region, and the ventromedial hypothalamus [9]. It
was also shown that these regions were not activated following the recall of memory or
following fear expression, but specifically by the association of context to shock, suggesting
that these neurons were involved in this learning event [9]. These anatomically restricted
populations were hypothesised to be nodes within a circuit for fear conditioning [9]. In this
way, a modified version of the βgal marker protein has contributed to our understanding of
the circuitry that underlies the formation of fear memories in mammals.

Perhaps the most widely studied cellular marker protein is the Green Fluorescent Protein
(GFP). First isolated from Aequorea jellyfish, GFP was found to produce bright green fluores‐
cence in the presence of ultraviolet light [10]. The GFP gene was first used as a marker of genetic
expression [11], with the finding that both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells were capable of
expressing the protein and that this expression was non-toxic to the cell. In a similar fashion
to βgal, GFP is thus capable of acting as a marker of genetic expression as well as enabling the
labelling of specific populations of cells.

Fos-GFP mice have been generated and used to study plasticity in the barrel cortex in a series
of studies following on from those using the CRE-LacZ mice [5, 12-15]. Similar to the results
from the CRE-LacZ mice, expression of GFP in the fos-GFP mice was specific to the barrel field
of the spared whisker in mice where all whiskers bar one were removed. The use of GFP as a
marker also permitted electrophysiological recordings of these neurons, and it was found that
both the GFP+ and GFP- neurons within the same region of the spared barrel had altered action
potentials and spike frequencies compared to neurons in non-spared barrels. Subsequent
experiments with fos-GFP mice identified increased amplitudes of the AMPA glutamate
receptor in the spared barrel column [13]. This was due to the specific delivery of AMPA
receptors at the inputs to the spared, but not deprived, barrels. These findings suggested that
delivery of AMPA receptors is a normal feature of synaptic strengthening underlying experi‐
ence dependent plasticity [13]. Further experiments studied the effects of ongoing stimulation
of the spared whisker [12]. N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors were required to initiate
synaptic strengthening at the layer IV-II/III synapse. However with additional sensory activity,
strengthening was dependent on activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors, which
suggests a mechanism whereby continued experience can result in synaptic strengthening over
time [12].

Recently, the Barth group studied the properties of GFP+ neurons in the cortex of unstimulated
fos-GFP mice as a method to study neurons which were recently active in cortex [16]. GFP+

neurons had higher firing rates compared to GFP- neurons, which was due to increased
excitatory and decreased inhibitory drive of the GFP+ neurons. Paired cell recordings indicated
that the GFP+ neurons had a greater likelihood of being connected to each other. These results
suggested that the GFP+ neurons represented interconnected neuronal ensembles in neocortex,
possibly involved in coding of sensory information [16].

Since its initial discovery, a number of GFP variants have been created, improving the
efficiency and stability of the protein as well as altering its spectral properties [17]. In this way,
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different colours of emitted light can be produced. Red, yellow and cyan fluorescent proteins
(RFP, YFP, and CFP, or XFPs collectively) have each been created, enabling experiments that
label multiple cell types or expression profiles within the same biological sample [18]. The use
of multiple XFPs is perhaps exemplified by the creation of the ‘Brainbow’ mouse, whereby
individual neurons in the mouse brain express different ratios of the XFPs, enabling the
distinctive tagging of individual neurons with at least 90 different fluorescent colours [19]. The
Brainbow mouse enables the visualisation of the precise morphology of closely juxtaposed
neurons, and has had major contributions to the study of neural connections in the brain [20].

Specifically targeting the expression of XFPs to neurons is typically achieved by driving
expression of the XFPs by the promoter for the thymocyte antigen protein Thy-1, a cell surface
protein. Thy-1 is a known marker of axonal processes in mature neurons, thus Thy1-XFP
transgenes specifically label neurons in the brain [21]. A large number of learning and memory
studies that utilise the various XFPs have also used the Thy-1-XFP fusion transgene to
fluorescently tag neurons and their processes. These neurons can then be visualised in vitro
using fluorescence confocal microscopy, as well as visualising in vivo using two-photon
microscopy.

2.1. Conditional transgenic marker mice

In addition to the marker mice described above, it is also possible to conditionally regulate the
gene which controls marker expression. Some of the conditional expression systems include
Cre recombinase/lox site insertions, excisions and other modifications, and the tetracycline
(tet) systems based on the tet-controlled transactivator (tTa) and reverse tet-on transactivator
(rtTA) that allow downregulation or induction of gene expression [22]. A conditional trans‐
genic mouse employing the tet system has been developed and used in studies of learning and
memory [23]. This TetTag mouse has two transgenes: 1. containing the c-fos promoter regulat‐
ing expression of tTa, which will bind to 2. the TetO promoter regulating expression of tau-
LacZ. Binding to the TetO promoter is inhibited by doxycycline, and thus by maintaining the
mice on doxycycline, this system is blocked. However, the second transgene also contains a
doxycycline insensitive tTa, and once this transgene is activated, a feedback loop is established
which will maintain expression of the doxycycline insensitive tTa and consequently also tau-
LacZ. This allows for the long term tagging of neurons which express c-fos during the window
when the mice were taken off doxycycline [23]. Using this TetTag mouse, a small number of
neurons in the basolateral amygdala, which were activated and tagged during fear condition‐
ing learning, were found to be subsequently reactivated during recall of fear conditioning [23].
It was thus suggested that these neurons were a stable neural correlate of fear memory.

A variant of this experiment involved the c-fos-tTa transgene in combination with a TetO-GFP-
GluR1 transgene [24]. GluR1 is a major subunit of the AMPA glutamate receptor and using
this conditional marker mouse, the location of newly synthesised AMPA receptors could be
followed using GFP fluorescence. Following fear conditioning, newly synthesised GluR1
receptors were found to be selectively associated with mushroom-type dendritic spines on
hippocampal CA1 neurons [24]. These results were argued to be consistent with a synaptic
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tagging model whereby activated synapses capture new AMPA receptors as part the learning
and memory process.

2.2. Viral-mediated gene delivery

Genetic manipulation of the neurons involved in learning and memory has also been achieved
using viral methods of transgene delivery, enabling targeting of specific brain regions. In one
series of studies, the question of how neurons become involved in memory was addressed and
if the transcriptional status of the neuron at the time of learning was important in this process.
For this, the function of CREB was manipulated via delivery of a series of different CREB
containing viruses to the lateral amygdala [25, 26]. Increasing CREB function in any lateral
amygdala neuron appeared to increase the probability that this neuron was recruited into the
fear memory trace, suggesting that CREB status is important in determining which neurons
are involved in memory [25]. Further, ablation of these overexpressing CREB neurons after
learning blocked the expression of the specific fear memory in which they were involved,
establishing that these neurons were functionally required for that specific fear memory [26].
Broadly consistent results were found when the CREB viruses were targeted to the auditory
thalamus [27].

3. Two-photon imaging using transgenic marker mice

Transgenic  marker  mice  have  been used very  successfully  to  follow changes  in  neuron
structure over time. In initial studies of this kind, individual neurons were imaged in de‐
veloping hippocampus of rat brains expressing enhanced GFP, via infection with GFP en‐
coding  Sindbis  virus  [28].  Imaging  of  the  neurons  was  done  using  two-photon  laser
scanning microscopy, which has the advantage of detecting the fluorescence signal with
very low levels of photobleaching and phototoxicity. This allows for repeated high resolu‐
tion imaging deep into living neural tissue with little effect on the imaged neurons. These
studies  demonstrated  change  in  dendritic  structure  driven  by  high  frequency  synaptic
stimulation,  suggesting that  synaptic  activation during development  could contribute  to
development of neural circuitry [28].

Subsequent studies have undertaken imaging of dendritic spines over time. Dendritic spines
are protrusions from dendrites and are the postsynaptic sites of excitatory synapses. Thus
imaging changes in dendritic spines over time is a very good approach to studying structural
synaptic plasticity. Synaptic plasticity is thought to be a prime candidate mechanism under‐
lying the processes involved in learning and memory. Two-photon imaging of dendritic spines
was undertaken in hippocampal slices [29] using one of the lines of thy1-GFP expressing mice
(line M) generated by Feng et al. [18]. Induction of LTP in these slices resulted in a transient
increase in spine area of a small fraction of spines. Similar to LTP, this increase was dependent
on NMDA receptor activation which is hypothesised to contribute to the synapse remodelling
that occurs in LTP [29]. Similar results were obtained in experiments using hippocampal slices
from non-transgenic rats [30].
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In further experiments using the thy1-GFP-M mice [18], two-photon microscopy was used to
study relationships between spines following LTP [31]. Following induction of LTP at
individual synapses of hippocampal pyramidal neurons, the response thresholds at closely
neighbouring synapses on the same dendrite were found to be altered [31]. Thus, presentation
of low level stimuli, which were normally too weak to induce LTP, resulted in robust LTP and
spine enlargement at these neighbouring synapses. The reduction in this threshold for LTP
was short lived (~10 minutes) and extended over 10 micron of dendrite length. It was proposed
that these interactions between neighbouring synapses were consistent with clustered models
of plasticity in memory storage as well as providing a mechanism for binding of behaviourally
linked information within a small region of a dendrite [31].

3.1. Two-photon imaging in vivo

The two-photon imaging approach has been extended to studies of living animals to great
effect. This is done by removing a small area of skull from the mice, which allows for repeated
imaging of the exposed cortex using two-photon microscopy. The major advance in this
approach is that single neurons can be studied in living mice over extended periods of time,
up to many months. This allows for the mapping of spines on a particular dendrite and the
tracking of the changes in spine number, morphology and lifetime of individual spines over
this time. Thus, one can examine the effects of learning on spines, and accompanying studies
can ask if the observed spine changes result in synaptic changes.

The first studies to use this approach undertook imaging of spines in individual pyramidal
neurons in visual cortex and barrel cortex over periods of a month to over a year [32, 33]. Using
thy1-GFP-line H mice [18], they found that dendritic structure was essentially stable, and that
spines appear and disappear. In barrel cortex, 50% of spines were stable for at least a month,
with the other spines present for days or less [32]. These spine changes were shown to correlate
with synaptic change. Further, sensory experience of the facial whiskers (the principle input
for the barrel cortex) resulted in increased spine turnover [32]. In adult visual cortex, the great
majority of spines were stable for at least one month [33]. However, in visual cortex of young
mice during the critical period of visual cortical development, about 70% of spines were stable
for at least one month, with most changes due to spine elimination [33]. These findings thus
demonstrated spine turnover in cortex, and that developmental stage and sensory experience
can alter that turnover. Further studies in different regions of the mouse cortex also confirmed
that spine turnover varies across the cortex [34].

Most synapses which occur on dendritic spines are excitatory, and most of the changes
described above probably represent changes in excitatory synapses. There is no obvious
morphological hallmark for inhibitory synapses. Recently, genetic markers have been devel‐
oped to allow the visualisation of both inhibitory synapses and dendritic spines on pyramidal
neuron dendrites. The markers were a) teal fluorescent protein fused to gephyrin, a postsy‐
naptic protein only expressed in inhibitory synapses, and b) YFP to label neuronal morphology
[35]. Plasmids expressing these markers were inserted into the embryonic cortices of mice via
electroporation. Using this combination of markers, it was found that inhibitory synapses and
dendritic spines (as proxy for excitatory synapses) differed in their distribution pattern across
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the dendritic arbor [35]. However, remodelling of both inhibitory synapses and dendritic
spines occurred within the same spatially clustered regions on the dendritic arbor and this
clustering was influenced by sensory input. These findings suggested that both excitatory and
inhibitory synapse rearrangement occurs and may be coordinated at the dendritic level [35].

Whereas dendritic structure is stable in pyramidal neurons, other classes of neurons in the
cortex show dynamic changes in dendritic structure over time. Imaging of thy1-GFP-S mice
[18] showed that GABA+ inhibitory interneurons extend and retract dendritic branches over
periods of months and in a small proportion of neurons, new branch tips emerge [36]. In the
visual cortex, visual deprivation stimulates this structural remodelling, affecting up to 16% of
branch tips [37]. Visual deprivation induces branch retractions, which is accompanied by loss
of inhibitory inputs to neighbouring pyramidal neurons and results in a decrease in inhibitory
tone [37]. Further studies show that interneuron remodelling occurs across the major primary
sensory cortex regions, but may differ in degree between primary and higher order sensory
cortical areas [38]. These studies show that the dendritic arbor of inhibitory neurons changes
over time, is influenced by sensory input, and that these changes correlate with functional
changes in sensory cortex.

3.2. Two-photon imaging in learning and memory

The effects of learning have been directly studied using in vivo imaging of dendritic spines. In
two such studies, young (1 month) and adult thy1-GFP-H mice [18] were trained specific motor
skills and the effects of that training on motor cortex were followed [39, 40]. Training in a
forelimb reaching task resulted in formation of dendritic spines within one hour in the
pyramidal neurons in contralateral motor cortex [39]. Training on a rotarod also increased
production of new spines in motor cortex [40]. These new spines were stabilised by subsequent
training and persisted long after training stopped and into adulthood [39, 40]. However, spines
present before training were selectively eliminated and thus overall spine density returned to
its original level. Other motor skills resulted in production of different sets of spines [39]. These
findings suggested that specific motor skills are encoded by particular sets of newly generated
and long lasting synaptic connections [39, 40].

Subsequent studies using the motor learning model showed that a third of the new spines
formed during learning emerged as clusters, generally as pairs of spines [41]. These clustered
spines were more likely to persist than newly formed single spines. The clusters were formed
in succession, with later spines in the cluster formed during repetition of the motor task [41].
Thus, these new clusters are formed by repetitive activation of particular cortical circuits and
correspond to the strength of the motor memory.

Other studies in learning and memory using two-photon imaging of YFP+ dendritic spines
have provided somewhat counter-intuitive findings. Studies of fear conditioning by pairing
an auditory cue with a foot-shock provide evidence that this results in an increase in the rate
of spine elimination in frontal association cortex [42]. In contrast, extinguishing the fear
memory by presenting the auditory cue without foot-shock, increased the rate of spine
formation. Both of these changes in spine number were observed on the same dendrites and
within the same region of the dendrite. Further reconditioning of the mice tended to result in
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elimination of the spines which were formed by extinction [42]. These findings suggest both
that the fear memory trace is partly generated through reduction of particular synaptic contacts
and that this is eliminated through opposing actions of extinction on these synapses.

4. Genetically engineered calcium indicators

Ca2+ is one of the master second messengers for the cell, being involved in a vast array of cellular
processes. Many studies have employed various chemical Ca2+ indicators to study Ca2+ flux in
the cell. These chemical Ca2+ indicators are generally based on the Ca2+ chelator BAPTA (1,2-
bis(o-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid). A particular advantage of the Ca2+

indicators is the very high temporal resolution (millisecond scale) as these indicators are
changing their fluorescence essentially in time with Ca2+ flux in the cell. In recent years, a new
class of Ca2+ indicators has been developed; the genetically engineered Ca2+ indicators (GECI;
43-45). These indicators are formed by the fusion of genetically engineered fluorescent proteins
with proteins which bind Ca2+. Upon binding of Ca2+ the confirmation of the GECI changes,
which results in a change in its fluorescence properties. The principal advantages of the GECIs
over the chemical Ca2+ indicators is that they can be targeted to specific functional subpopu‐
lations of neurons by the use of cell specific gene promoters to control their expression, they
can be delivered to particular brain regions using viral injection, and expression is relatively
stable for several months.

The first GECIs were the Cameleons, which were fusions of blue- or cyan- variants of GFP with
calmodulin, the calmodulin-binding peptide M13, and an enhanced green- or yellow-emitting
GFP [45]. Binding of Ca2+ results in consequent binding of M13 with calmodulin and an increase
in fluorescent resonance energy transfer between the two GFPs in the protein [45]. Another
form of GECI is the GCaMP (GFP–Calmodulin–M13 Protein), which uses a circularly permuted
GFP where the N- and C- termini of GFP are fused [46, 47]. Calmodulin and M13 are fused to
this circularly permuted GFP, and on binding of Ca2+, the conformation of the fusion protein
is altered which results in increased fluorescence of GFP [46, 47]. Other forms of GECIs use
Troponin C instead of Calmodulin and M13 to induce binding of Ca2+ and conformational
change in the fusion protein [48]. The different types of GECIs have different properties and
particular advantages in Ca2+ imaging studies [43].

Ca2+ influx and regulation of signalling plays a fundamental role in the molecular mechanisms
underlying learning and memory. For example, the NMDA glutamate receptor is regarded as
one of the most important neurotransmitter receptors in the initial acquisition process of
learning and memory [49-51]. The NMDA receptors are highly permeable to Ca2+ ions, but this
permeability only occurs during both membrane depolarisation and glutamate binding [52].
Such conditions are regarded as a requirement for memory acquisition. Inside the neuron,
Ca2+ regulates many intracellular signalling processes involved in memory formation [50, 51,
53]. Thus the use of GECIs may be useful in learning and memory studies; for example in
identifying neuronal populations undergoing changes in Ca2+ concentrations during learning
and memory and in studying the temporal progression of such changes. However, there have
been few studies to date which have used this approach in learning and memory research.
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Recent studies have developed methods for the cellular imaging of neural activity in awake
behaving mice and which can be suitable for analysis of cellular responses during learning
and memory. For example, one study describes a method to visualise cellular imaging of neural
activity in the visual cortex of awake head restrained mice during visual discrimination
learning as well as passive viewing of visual stimuli [54]. Neural activity was measured using
the yellow Cameleon 3.6 GECI, virally transfected into visual cortex. Another approach has
been developed which enables imaging the activity of neurons in head restrained mice which
can still perform spatial behaviours within a virtual reality system [55]. In the example given,
the activity of neurons in the CA1 region of the hippocampus was imaged through the
expression of the GCaMP3 GECI. Populations of place cells were thus identified based on their
place specific activity within the virtual environment and correlated with their location within
the local hippocampal circuit [55].

An extension of the use of GECIs is the development of indicators which detect the Ca2+

activation of Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase (CaMKII; 56). These are GECIs using
CaMKII as the Ca2+ binding protein and thus are specific for CaMKII activation. This indicator
has been used to detect changes in CaMKII activity in individual spines of particular regions
of cortex before and after visual deprivation [56]. Visual deprivation is a model of experience
dependent plasticity and thus this approach could be used in the analysis of spine changes
occurring during learning and memory formation.

5. Optogenetics and learning and memory

Optogenetics is a technology currently sweeping through many areas of neuroscience. It relies
on the targeted expression of light activated ion channels within any neuronal population one
wishes to study [57-59]. The light activated channels belong to the family of microbial opsins.
Two classes of these opsins are currently used: 1. Positive ion channels which upon light
activation result in depolarisation and activation of the neuron (such as channelrhodopsins
ChR1, ChR2, and VChR1), and 2. negative ion channels which upon light stimulation result in
hyperpolarisation and inhibition of the neuron (such as Natronomonas pharaonis halorhodop‐
sins, NpHR, enhanced halorhodopsins, eNpHR2 and eNpHR3, Archaerhodopsin, Leptosphaeria
maculans fungal opsin, and enhanced bacteriorhodopsin). The channels are activated very
quickly by light, allowing for the precise temporal control of neuronal activation. The light can
be delivered by optic fibres to a small volume of brain tissue allowing for good spatial
definition of activation and expression of the opsins can be genetically targeted to subpopu‐
lations of neurons within the brain region of interest. This combination thus permits the
examination of the consequences of either activation or inhibition of neuronal function at a
fine temporal, spatial and neuron-type level [58, 59].

5.1. Optogenetics in reward learning

Optogenetic technology has been used to study a number of different types of learning and
memory. These include classical conditioning to both rewarding and aversive stimuli, and
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spatial learning and the role of the hippocampus. Most of these studies have been done in mice,
with one study undertaken in Drosophila to date [60]. In studies of conditioning to a reward,
one of the most important classes of neuron studied is the dopaminergic neuron in the ventral
tegmental area (VTA), postulated to be involved in mediating the reward stimulus [61, 62].
However, it was unclear if firing of these neurons alone could result in reward conditioning.
To test the role of these neurons, the Cre-inducible adeno-associated virus vector carrying the
ChR2 gene fused to enhanced YFP (EYFP) was used [63]. Injection of this vector into the VTA
of Tyrosine hydroxylase – Cre transgenic mice results in specific expression of ChR2-EYFP in the
dopamine neurons. They then tested the effects of optogenetic stimulation of these dopamine
neurons on conditioned place preference. The mice received phasic (50 Hz) optical stimulation
in one chamber and 1 Hz stimulation in the other chamber of the place preference apparatus.
The mice developed a clear place preference to the chamber in which they received the phasic
stimulation [63]. These findings demonstrate that phasic firing of the dopamine neurons alone
(in the absence of reward) is sufficient for reward conditioning.

These experiments involved conditioned place preference, which is passive behavioural
conditioning. To look at the role of the dopaminergic neurons in operant conditioning, these
neurons were optogenetically stimulated during an active food seeking operant task [64].
Phasic activation of the dopaminergic neurons enhanced the positive reinforcing actions
(pressing a specific lever for a food reward) in this task. This enhancing effect was dependent
on the presence of the food reward, in contrast to that seen in the passive conditioning task [64].
However, activation of the dopaminergic neurons alone was sufficient to reactivate a previ‐
ously extinguished food seeking behaviour. These findings together suggested that activation
of the dopaminergic neurons facilitates development of positive reinforcement during active
reward seeking [64].

Within the dopamine system, the firing rate of the dopamine neurons is increased for only a
very short time following reward events (200 milliseconds) and it was unclear if this was
sufficient to be involved in reward learning. To test for this, mice with expression of ChR2-
EYFP targeted to the dopamine neurons of the VTA were placed in testing chambers with a
port, which when investigated with a nose-poke, triggered a 200 millisecond optogenetic
stimulation. This resulted in the mice rapidly learning to nose-poke the port and receive the
brief optical stimulations [65]. This demonstrated that the brief time of dopamine neuron firing
was sufficient to drive reward learning. Optogenetics has also been used to study the role of
GABA neurons in the VTA and shown that these neurons negatively regulate consummatory
behaviour and dopamine release from the VTA [66].

Further experiments have looked at the role of other neurons in the putative reward circuit.
The nucleus accumbens is strongly implicated in the reward pathway and its input from the
basolateral amygdala (BLA) is thought to be involved in cue-triggered motivated behaviours.
In order to investigate the function of the BLA to nucleus accumbens pathway during behav‐
iour, the ChR2-EYFP virus was injected into the BLA, and the pathway to the accumbens was
targeted for optogenetic stimulation [67]. Mice were then placed in the testing chambers which
triggered optogenetic stimulation with a nose-poke. The mice rapidly learnt to receive optical
stimulations [67]. To inhibit this pathway, the BLA was injected with a NpHR-EYFP virus,
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which results in hyperpolarisation upon light stimulation. Optically induced inhibition of the
pathway reduced co-evoked intake of sucrose, demonstrating that this pathway controls
naturally occurring reward related behaviour. These findings together show that the pathway
from BLA to the nucleus accumbens promotes motivated behavioural responding in conjunc‐
tion with the dopamine pathway from VTA [67].

The striatum is another part of the reward circuit and has been implicated both in positive
learning reinforcement as well as negative reinforcement. The striatum contains two popula‐
tions of projection neurons, characterised by their expression of either dopamine receptor 1
(D1) or 2 (D2). To determine possible roles of these two populations of neurons, they were
selectively targeted for optogenetic stimulation [68]. Optical stimulation of the D1 receptor–
expressing neurons induced persistent reinforcement, whereas stimulating D2 receptor–
expressing neurons induced transient negative reinforcement, indicating that activation of
these different populations of neurons has opposite behavioural effects and can result in
distinctly different learning outcomes.

5.2. Optogenetics in classical fear conditioning

The amygdala is heavily implicated not only in reward but also in classical conditioning to
aversive stimuli that occurs in fear conditioning paradigms. In particular the lateral amygdala
is considered to be a site of plasticity underlying fear memory. In order to determine if
stimulation of the principle neurons of the lateral amygdala could directly contribute to fear
conditioning, mice were infected with the ChR2-EYFP virus to target these neurons [69]. The
mice then received an auditory stimulus paired with optical stimulation of the LA neurons
instead of being paired with a conventional aversive stimulus. It was found that pairing
resulted in successful fear conditioning of the mice. These findings provided direct evidence
that fear learning can be a consequence of a stimulus induced activation of the principle
neurons of the lateral amygdala [69].

The central amygdala is thought to be involved in transmitting the behavioural response signal
to other parts of the brain. Recent information also implicates the central amygdala in fear
learning. To investigate this possibility, a series of different approaches, including optogenet‐
ically targeted activation of subpopulations of neurons in central amygdala were employed
[70]. Neuronal activity in the lateral division of the central amygdala was found to be required
for fear memory formation, whereas optogenetic stimulation of neurons in the medial division
of the central amygdala indicated that these neurons were involved in fear related (freezing)
behavioural expression [70]. These findings suggested that a part of the fear memory is
acquired in inhibitory neurons of the medial division, which project to the lateral division of
the central amygdala to control their output fear signalling.

Contextual  fear  conditioning  is  a  form of  fear  conditioning  which  is  dependent  on  the
hippocampus. It was unclear if the hippocampal neurons which are activated during con‐
text fear learning contain enough information to drive fear behaviour when they are spe‐
cifically  re-activated.  To test  this,  neurons which were activated during fear  learning in
the dentate  gyrus of  mice were targeted to express  ChR2 [71],  using a  modified TetTag
mouse described above [23]. Optical stimulation of dentate gyrus alone resulted in freez‐
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ing, indicating light induced fear memory recall. Further, activation of cells targeted in a
context not associated with fear did not result  in freezing, suggesting that light-induced
fear memory recall is context specific [71]. Essentially similar findings were obtained us‐
ing non-optogenetic techniques [72].  Together these findings indicate that activation of a
sparse and specific population of neurons in dentate gyrus, which were activated during
learning, is sufficient for recall of that memory.

Another important issue on the role of the hippocampus in learning and memory is the
observation that contextual and explicit memories are first dependent on hippocampus but
loss of hippocampus some period of time after acquisition of these memories does not result
in loss of these memories [73]. Based on these observations, it has been thought that memories
somehow transfer from hippocampus to the cortex over time. Optogenetic approaches were
employed to examine the contribution of the hippocampus to long term memories in real-time
[74]. Excitatory neurons in dorsal CA1 hippocampus were virally targeted to express the
chloride channel, eNpHR3.1. Rapid optical stimulation to inhibit these neurons resulted in
reversible abolition of short and long term context fear memory (up to 9 weeks old), indicating
hippocampal involvement throughout the period of memory retention [74]. However, when
inhibition was extended significantly, the context fear memory became hippocampal inde‐
pendent; suggesting long term memory normally involves hippocampus but can shift to
alternate structures. The anterior cingulate cortex had previously been implicated in storage
of long term memories, and optogenetically induced inhibition of this region of the cortex
resulted in inhibition of long term but not recent context fear memories [74]. These findings
thus indicate a permanent role for hippocampus in context memory, with additional roles for
anterior cingulate cortex in long term memory.

Another form of fear conditioning involves pairing the aversive stimulus to an auditory
stimulus. This auditory fear conditioning is independent of hippocampus and probably
involves auditory regions of the brain. Recent experiments indicate that auditory fear condi‐
tioning depends on recruitment of a disinhibitory microcircuit in the auditory cortex [75].
Disinhibition in auditory cortex is driven by foot-shock-mediated cholinergic activation of
layer I interneurons, which generates inhibition of layer II/III parvalbumin-positive interneur‐
ons and subsequently leads to disinhibition of the layer II/III cortical pyramidal neurons.
Importantly, optogenetic block of pyramidal neuron disinhibition abolishes fear learning [75].
These findings thus show the involvement of auditory cortex in associative fear learning, but
also suggest that layer 1 disinhibition may be an important mechanism underlying different
types of learning throughout the cortex.

5.3. Hippocampus and
spatial learning

Where many studies have looked at the role of excitatory granule cells of the dentate gyrus in
spatial learning, the function of the GABA-ergic inhibitory interneurons, which control the
granule neuron activity, is unclear. To investigate the role of these neurons, their activity was
inhibited via expression of targeted expression of eNpHR3.0 [76]. Optogenetic inhibition of
these GABA-ergic interneurons impaired spatial learning and memory retrieval, without
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affecting memory retention, as determined in the Morris water maze, thus establishing a role
for these neurons in spatial learning and retention [76].

5.4. Other studies in learning and memory

Sleep has been implicated in memory consolidation for many years. Sleep disruption results
in memory deficits, which raises the question of whether the continuity of sleep is important
for memory consolidation. However, it is difficult to disrupt one feature of sleep (i.e. sleep
continuity) without disrupting other sleep features (such as duration and intensity). To
introduce a precise way of disrupting sleep continuity, optogenetics was used to target
hypocretin/orexin neurons, which play a key role in arousal [77]. Optogenetic activation of
these neurons could fragment sleep without affecting total amount or intensity of sleep [77].
Fragmenting sleep this way disrupted performance of the mice in an object recognition task
once the duration of sleep episodes decreased below 66% normal. These findings indicated
that a minimum of uninterrupted sleep is required for memory consolidation [77].

6. Conclusion

The employment of genetically encoded markers both in transgenic mice and in viral con‐
structs has been a major technical advance for neuroscience and for whole animal biology
generally. In studies of learning and memory, the use of this technology is leading to im‐
proved understanding in many aspects of this large and varied field of knowledge. The
use of this approach is aiding in the identification of the neurons which are involved in
learning and memory, in identifying the changes within those neurons which may under‐
lie different parts of the learning process, in understanding potential mechanisms which
specify which neurons are involved in learning and memory, and in describing ensembles
of neurons which together code the contextual memory in the hippocampus. Two photon
imaging  using  genetic  markers  in  living  animals  is  producing  remarkable  findings  of
what  synaptic  changes occur in learning and memory and how synaptic  homeostasis  is
achieved.  The  use  of  Genetically  engineered  Calcium  indicators  is  at  an  early  stage  in
learning and memory, but it promises to inform us of real time changes in neuronal acti‐
vation during learning and memory events.

Optogenetics, which relies on the ability to specifically activate or inhibit specific markers, is
rapidly becoming a critical technique throughout neuroscience. Overall, optogenetics is
delivering in its promise to enhance our understanding of learning and memory, through its
ability to target specific populations of neurons and activate or inhibit them very rapidly and
reversibly. This has helped to define the role of these neurons in behaviours associated with
the learning and memory process, to ask if these neurons are involved in learning or memory
per se, and to determine directly the role of these neurons - without the complexity of relatively
slow lesioning studies and attendant compensation which the brain undertakes to circumvent
the lesion.
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